Budget Justifications

Leuven, Belgium

Course Cost

$1,500 for course

Travel Expenses (to Leuven Belgium June 29th to July 3rd in order to be present for June 30-July 2 conference)

Jacksonville to Brussels, Belgium round trip= $1,800 based on economy at Priceline and Travelocity Sites

Round trip train fare from Brussels to Leuven $150 based on Belgium railway and bus tables – subject to change based on fluctuations in currency

Transportation within city $100

Hotel $1,250 for 5 nights based on average cost of hotels on Priceline and Travelocity sites. Official prices for accommodation at site have not yet been established.

Meals - $180 based on $36/day state per diem

Minneapolis, Minnesota

Travel Expenses (to Minneapolis, Minnesota September 18-24 or 25-Oct1)

Jacksonville to Minneapolis Minnesota round trip= $ 600 based on economy at Priceline and Travelocity Sites

Transportation to and from airport and hotel $150 based on Airport Shuttle website

Hotel $900 for 5 nights based on Priceline and Travelocity sites.

Meals - $252 based on $36/day state per diem

Total Central FEO Expenses $1,500 course + $3,480 Belgium travel + $ 1,902 Minneapolis travel= total 6,882